JOHN STUART MILL - AN EXISTENTIALIST : 7

we ; propose to examine in this essay the
position of some of the existentialists from a point
of view that may look apparently queer. we have seen
so far that Kierkegaard conceives of the individual as
a solitary figure
sub~ectivity.

who enters into the solitude of a

The individual here cannot realise his

authenticity until he withdraws himself from his wor•l dly
background. Kierkeqaard's concept of man is the concept
. of a solitary person.

Here we fioo a very deep and fundamental
contrast between Kierkegaard's conception of man and

f Heidegger•s conception of man. The man in Heidegger•s
philosophy. to be authentic. must be an individual in
the world and not just a being in the midst
world.

~he

of the

tree or the table exists in the midst of

the world thereby displaying the superficiality of their
worldly existence. Such things can be

div~~

from

the world and that does no damage to their being. In
other words. the relation between a tree and the world is.
as the ph i losophy of the past said. an external relation.

so
The relation is not internal or necessary. on the other
hand. man is a being who is not just thrown into this
world. but is related -,to the world essentially. necessarily.
Man cannot have being without being related to the world
so intimately that it becomes a Being-in- the- world
or a Dasein. For man Being and world compose an integrated
unity.
Clearly. the two conceptions of man which we
have considered are not

sL~ilar.

If one is a being in

seclution and solitude. the other is a being forn away
from solitude and inextricably mixed with the world.

It is not our intention hereto search for a
common thread in the concept of man in Kierkegaard and
Heidegger 's philosophy. We discuss it with the intention
of projecting a new point of view in the study of the
philosophy of one who is usually believed

to be a social

and political thinker and not an existentialist. The
Philosopher is John Stuart Mill.

It Will sound revolting to many if we intend to
discover existentialistic tendency in John Stuart Mill's
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social and political philosophy. But. of course. in
his eelebrated essay ' On Liberty', John Stuart Mill
gives expression to his ideas on human nature which we
believe has an existentialistic flavour. It
difficult to discover traces of
and

H~idegger

~at

will not be

both Kierkegaard

say about human nature in this work of

John Stuart Mill.

we shall confine ourselves obviously to the great
essay '

on

Liberty' to find out what John Stuart Mill

wants to say on

human nature. It will be found that

John Stuart Mill has his own conception of

authenticity

although this term has not been used by John Stuart Mill.
John Stuart Mill , let us say. does never announce his
affiliation to existentialism. But

in fact his social and

political ideas bear unmistakable stand of the presence
of mind which values authenticity of existence.
Let us first of all see the purpose which John
Stuart Mill has in his mind in writing this essay. To
put it synoptically , John Stuart Mill wants to deliver a
blow

ag~inst

of the

conformity, a thing which will consider as one

dead~t

of social maladies. He also wants to do

what has never been done in any clear and effective way
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to define the limits beyond which society should not
interfere with the individual .. to define and justify the
area within which the ind ivddual should be allowed to go
his own way.

If we go through the pages of John Stuart Mill's
/

essay .. we find that John Stuart Mill is

pailed_ ~o

a great

extent by the different ways in which the individual is
oppressed by the society.

Whatever~;

the government may

take. such oppression never comes to an end. This is something
which happens in the remote past and is happening till
to-day. As a result. history of the world has became really
the history of the struggle between liberty and authority.
" In our times ••. says John Stuart Mill.

" from the highest

class of society down to the lowest. everyone lives as under
the eye of a hostyle and dreaded censorship •••••••... the
individual or the family do not ask
I prefer 7

the~elves

: what do

or. what would suit my character and disposition?

or. what would allow the best and highest in me to have fair
play and enable it to grow and thrive 7 They ask themselves
what is suitable to my position 7 What is usually done by
pers~ns

of my

station~

••••••

I do not mean that they choose

what is customary in preference to what suits their own inclination. It does not occur to them to have any inclination. except
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for what is customary. Thus the mind itself is bowed
to the Yoke ;

••.•••.... "

John Stuart Mill's essay is practically a revolt
of humanity against state authority as well as whatever
is traditional or customary. Whether it is the state or
it is the society. everywhere absolute conformity is
demanded. People are denied the liberty of thought and
discussion. In fact people are terrorised to such an extent
that they are afraid of argu4ng or debating issues. In the
end they are afraid to think.

I

There are different ways in which the state or the

society Silences independent thinking. Eitber it does so
in the name of a lofty position which some group of people

enjoys or in the name of the lofty ideals which accumulate
through ages

in

eve~

society in the form of custom and

tradition. John Stuart Mill believes that people cannot be
compelled to pay homage to customs and trnditions because
mankind is not infallible.
of

~he

peculiar character of the rule

authority is that it refuses a hearing to an opinion.

because it is sure that it is false. In other words. the
state or social authority assumesthat its certcnity is the
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same thing as absolute certainity. Therefore. he
believes that the people should not be conceded the
Liberty of discussion. John Stuart Mill thinks tha t this
is an assumption of infallibility. This assumption.
he tells us. is at the root of the sacrifice of such
precious lives as

that of Socrates. because Socrates

was a non-confdrmist.

Natural sciences. which are usually taken to be
abode of truth does not display this sort of regimentation.
~ewton•s

philosophy. for example. was offered as an object

of public debate and criticism. John Stuart Mill says that
if Newton •s philosophy" were not permitted to be questioned.
mankind

could not feel as complete assurance of its truth

as they now do "

The lesson is that for the sake of truth every
individual should be invited to have its say on every
subject.
Apart from this question of fallibility John
Stuart Mill says that society cannot impose its traditions and
customs on the people for more than one reason. The
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1

considered of opinion of John Stuart Mill is
that the irnposit ion of tradition and custom is detrimental to the most valuable thing in human nature which
individuality. John Stuart Mill in fact offers three
reasons why traditions and customs must not be imposed
on citizens.

~he

traditions and customs of other peeple

are evidences of what their experiences have taught them.
But. " in the first place. their experience may be too
narrow ; or they may not have interpreated it rightly. Secondly.
their interpretation of expPrience may b e correct. but
unsuita b le to him. Customs are made for customary circumstances and customary characters ; and his circumstances or
his character may be uncustomary.

~hirdly.

though the customs

be b oth good as customs. and suitable to him. yet to conform to
custom. merely as custom. does not educate or develop in
him any of the qualities which are the distinctive endowment
of the human being " •
John Stuart Mill believes that every man is born
with

c~rtain

cognitive and conative faculties. These

faculties are exercised through an agent•s free choice. If
a man simply conforms to custom his facilities remain unused.
John Stuart Mill holds that the mental and the moral. like
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the muscular powers are improved only by being used. so.
conformism weakens a man's faculties. John Stuart Mill's
opinion is that the individual in such a case has no
inducement to action because such inducements are not related
to his feelings and character.

Why does John Stuart Mill ask men to get free
from the yoke of custom and tradition ?

The answer is

that. society may guide a man to a good path but simple
conformity destroys a man's worth as a human being • John
Stuart Mill is convinced that it is not what men do that are
important ; the question

is. what is the inducement. Men

do so many things on earth but of all the works of man
which human life is employed in perfecting and beautifying
" the first in importance surely is man himself. The
importance of man is completely lost if he is reduced to a
being that merely conforms ''

• About human nature. Mill says.

" human nature is not a machine to be built after a model and
set to do exactly the work prescribed for it. but a tree.
which requires to grow and develop itself on all sides
according to the tendency of the inward forces which make
it a living thing ".
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It is evident from the above remarks of John Stuart
Mill that the concept of man in John Stuart Mill's thought is
the conception of a being that is not mechanical. that does
not act blindly or without question. This idea of man does
not mean that John Stuart Mill is trying to find out the
essence of man in his rationality or in his ability to
question and challenge • To define man as a rational or as
a challenging animal is not the intention of John Stuart Mill.
When John Stuart Mill says that human nature is not to be built
after a model. What he suggests is that the essence of man
consists in his individuality or uniqueness. Man is not built
after a model to do exactly the work prescribed for it. It
means that the development of human personality and the range
of his possible activity are

unde~ermined.

The concept of man

finally emerges in John Stuart Mill's remark that

man is a

tree. You do not know the directions in which the tree will
send its branches. There is no external dictation which

~ would

fix the pattern of the growth and development of the tree. The
tree

g~ows

inwa~d

and develops

according to the tendency of an

force which means that the development is dictated by

the inner nature of the tree itself. This is why we call it
a living thing. Man is a living thing which should develop
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1( according to the tendency of the inward forces. The slightest
/

f amount

of external dictation would rob it of its life and

would make it a dead machine.

one can notice in the existentialistic thought of
Kierkegaard. Heidegger and Sartre that in spite of their
anti-Cartesian motivations they believe that consciousness
is a distinguishing feature of man. This is particularly
true so far as Sartre•s philosophy is concerned. This element
of consciousness is either manifested in man's act of free
choice or in all . the projections of his possibilities.
In John Stuart Mill's thinking man is a living being who is
in possession of a life-force or vitality which is manifested
in his unpredictable growth and development.

~hat

we want to

suggest is that in all of these philosophers man must distinguish himself from non-human world. In kierkegaard's philosOphy.
the

aesthe~ic

individual is a lump of flesh Who is a11 sensi-

bility ready to be affected by external situation. This is
practically the picture of a man which is almost the picture
of a non-human entity. In Heidegger. we find this difference
very much

pronounc~~

from the beginning. Man is not a being

thrown in the midst of the world. but a Beinq who is in the
world._.lla a

--

~

a • ._ •••.

The point is that the
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distinction between rrar 30d the non-human is very much
pronounced in Heidegger•s philosophy. In Sartre the same
idea gets

r~rlected

in his conception of Being-for-itself.

John Stuart Mill describes man as different from
a machine-which is built after a model.

~he

revolt against

Platonism that characterises the philoB·J ?hY of the existentialists is surprisingly present in this remark of John
Stuart Mill. Man is not a CO?Y or an imitation of the
Form of man as Plato would say. Platonism is humiliating to
the human personality for at least two reasons. The first
is that it reduces human beings to

me r~

appearances. shadows

of reality or t he Form. In the second place. it emphasizes
that since all human b eings participate in the same universal.
t herefore they must be alike. and the features which human
beings share in common are more real and important than the
features in which they differ.John Stuart Mill opposes
~latonism
~he

when he says that man is not built after a model.

anti-Platonistic tendency which characterizes eaistentialism

in general is patently manifesudin John Stuart Mill's conception
of man.
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For

John Stuart Mill. man is not a machine.

A machine is something which is g overned by mechanical
laws. Consequently. machine has no freedom to act in his
own way and to violate external dictation.

~'/hen

John

Stuart Mill describes man as different from a machine he
. emphasizes an aspect of human nature .
fascinating for the

l

exist~entialists.

~hich

is so very

namely. freedom.

If we consider Kierkegaard's philosophy. we

shall find that he believes that a man comes to realise
his authenticity or uniqueness when he makes a free choice
in favour of a particular stage on life's way.Kierkegaard

describes this choice or commitment as b asically irrational.
What he wants to say is that this is a choice which is not
regulated or

di~tated

by any rule of action. Consequently.

the concept of man in Kierkegaard's phil0sophy is the
conception of a being who is free in everything that he
does for realising authenticity.

In Heidegger a nd Sartre freedom finds supreme
importance. It is expressed in man's projection of himself
beyond the present into the future. This is exactly how Sartre
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looks at freedom. To exist is to cross the boundary
of the actual and extend oneself to what does not
exist. that is to nothingness. It is a tragedy of
human condition that man is a desiring being. Desire

is a state of lack. absence or incompleteness. Man is
incomplete to the extent that

he discovers or creates

nothingness. In Sartre•s opinion the human reality
experiences nothingness because of certain acts of
consciousness which do not simply accept what is given
in consciousness • but which has certain expec1:ations. With
this expectation consciJusness denies and goes beyond
what is presented to it. Consciousness then nihilatesthe
present situation. An act of nihilation is a conscious
act of going beyond the actuality of a State-of affairs. Man

l

is free to the extent that he thinks of the future. makes

plans for himself and has preferences.

When we come to John Stuart Mill's philosophy.
we find that John Stuart Mill believes that the distinctive
feature of humanity consists in its act of nihilation. It
can say

11

no

11

to every dictation. Like Sartre. John Stuart

Mill also believes that man .is

essentially freedom. If

~
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look at Sartre we find that he says that feeedom in the
sense of being

~ble

to determine himself through

d~e±aions

is at the centre of his being. When we come to John Stuart
Mill. we find that he also believes that self-determination
and freedom of decision are what characterizes man. This
is acknowledging freedom as man's essential nature.

we have remarked that very much like sartre. John
Stuart Mill believes that the freedom of man is exercised
in nihilation and in shaping his own future. For this John
Stuart Mill wants to see that man sharpens his intellectual
faculties.

It may appear from this that the man in John Stuart

Mill's philosophy. is a man of intelligence or understanding.
This is not true. If we go through the third chapter of
~ John

Stuart Mill's essay. we find that John Stuart Mill charact-

/ erizes man as a being who is passionate and impulsive.

John Stuart Mill definitely advocates the need for
applying our understanding in matter of considering whether
an established custom is to be accepted. In other words. he
admits that our understanding should be our own. But he
believes at the same time that man should have his own desires
and impulses. Riqht from the introduction of his aook
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John Stuart Mill speaks of a

personal world of every

individual. He says that there are certain actions
which are self- regarding in the sense that such actions
relate to the individual himself. If self- regarding
actions are not detrimental to the interest of others,
then the individual should b e free in planning his own life
within his personal universe. This is why John Stuart Mill
. imposes some rules of conduct on the state. John Stuart
Mill's conception of self- regarding action and its
immunity from social interference proves that he believes
in a universe in which man is soyereign. As a matter of
fact , John Stuart Mill says in the introduction of this
book that over himself, over his own body and mind the
ind iv idua 1 is sovereign.
so far as the personal world of the individual is

l

concerned, John Stuart Mill allows the individual to freely

express his desires and impulses. It is not, therefore,
reason and intellection that is important when we intend to
shape our life. John Stuart Mill is an advocate of passion

and impulse. He says , categorically, " to possess impulses of
our own, and of any strength, is anything but a peril and a
( snare ". yet desires and impulses are as much a part of a
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perfect human heing as beliefs and restraints : and strong
impulses are only perilous when not properly balanced ; when
one set of aims and inclinations is developed into strength.
while others. which

~t

to coexist with them • remain weak

and inactive.

From the above it is clear that the inner farce by
which John Stuart Mill wants people to develop themselves
is a force of desire and impulse. Man is after all a passionate
individual. Even if the free-play of passion gives rise to
eccentricity. John Stuart Mill concettdes it. " Eccentricity ..
is bad when the conscience of a man is weak • tt There iS
no natural connection between strong impulses and a weak
conscience. The natural connection is the other way." It means
that where there is a strong impulse. one can expect a strong
conscience.
The conception of projects and possibilities. which
we have noticed in the existentialist. thus find expression in
John Stuart Mill's conception of human nature. Desires and
feelings are actually the storehouse of possibility which should
be allowed to manifest in an individual's life. Just as there is
no limit to human possibility. similarly

there is no limit to the

expression of man's ?ersonal impulses. Sartre has believed that
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every individual is the centre of unique possibility
and therefore man will shape his life in a way which is
not an imitation nor the outcome of dictation. Similarly.
John Stuart Mill invites the eccentric

i~dividual

as

the " salt of the earth ". without such people society
becomes a pool of stagnant water. Desires and impulses
are important for John Stuart Mill not only because they
reveal what is unique in man, his authenticity. but also
because he t elieves that a man with desires and impulses of
his own is a man of

charac~er.

For the existentialist,

individuality is a good in itself because authenticity
is an ultimate value. For John Stuart Mill, individualsof
desires and impulses must be

encouraged to unfold itself

for that would make room for a society of strong character.

